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Robomicro
A set of 6 micro-handpieces specifically 
designed to reach with precision the 
smallest and more sensitive areas of the 
body and specially of the face, in order to 
offer more personalized treatments. 

Robotwins
icoone® is the only device able to achieve 
treatments with two handpieces at the 
same time, generating a symmetric 
stimulation , twice as fast and effective as 
a single operated handpiece.

Robosolo
This handpiece, with a renewed design 
and a 3.5” touch screen. Thanks to its 
ergonomics and ease of use, it allows 
targeted treatments in specific fat areas on 
large parts of the body.

Robomini twins
These handpieces, now also available in 
twin version, are specifically designed 
to treat efficiently small or hard to reach 
areas of the body.



The NEW icoone® is the only device in 
the world that, thanks to the innovative 
patent Roboderm®, allows to treat 
different kind of skin blemishes through 
the Multi Micro Alveolar Stimulation 
(M.M.A.S.), a deep and effective 
stimulation of the microvacuoles in the 
connective tissue, that guarantees visible 
results from the first session.
icoone® allows to exert a two handed 
symmetrical treatment, working 
simultaneously on both sides of the 
body: relaxing and delicate as a manual 
massage but with the technology 
effectiveness.

6 
HANDPIECES

2 
HANDPIECES

THE TECHNOLOGY THAT ACHIEVES RESULTS.

21.600
Microstimulations
every minute

+ 25%
OF THE ACTIVE STIMULATION SURFACE   
Due to the increased size of the micro holes 
located in the microstimulators surface of 
the Twins and Micro handpieces, the cellular 
stimulation is nowadays even more effective 
and allows to achieve a high-performant 
treatment with faster time.

Roboderm® technology allows 
to triple the stimulation surface 
(2 independent motorized 
microstimulators and one central 
chamber) granting a better 
movement of the handpieces so 
that the operator does not need 
to exert pressure. In this way, both 
hands can be used simultaneously 
to produce a more delicate and 
natural stimulation for the client, 
without fatiguing the operator: 
cutting-edge technology with 
utmost simplicity of operation.

WHAT’S NEW



Beauty Effect

The ultimate TECHNOLOGY in 
SKIN TREATMENT for BODY

 and FACE

ALSO AVAILABLE IN

BODY
VERSION
  with 5 HANDPIECES

WHAT’S NEW

SMALLER AND  
MORE COMPACT

NEW DESIGN 
WITH BACKLIT LOGO

EVEN MORE PERFORMING 
MICROSTIMULATORS

DOUBLE ROBOMINI FOR  
A SYMMETRIC ACTION

4 NEW HANDPIECES FOR EVEN 
MORE FOCUSED TREATMENTS

ERGONOMIC HANDPIECES 
HOLDER

NEW SOFTWARE WITH A MORE 
INTUITIVE USER INTERFACE

NEW FOCUS PROGRAMS 
FOR FACE AND HANDS

USER GUIDE WITH TRANSLATED 
TRACKS AND INSTRUCTIONS

POSSIBILITY OF CREATING AND  
SAVING CUSTOMIZED PROTOCOLS

12’’ DISPLAY



ALSO AVAILABLE IN

BODY
VERSION
  with 5 HANDPIECES

TREATMENTS

Anti-cellulite / defibrosing 
effect

Body shaping / action on 
localized fat

Firming / toning

Skin rejuvenation  
and anti-aging 

Face, cleavage  
and breast lifting

Wrinkles and stretch marks 
reduction

Draining

Blood circulation  
improvement

Cellular metabolism reactivation

Relaxing and  
regenerating action

TWO-HANDS MASSAGE

icoone® allows to work on both sides of 
the body simultaneously for the maximum 
benefit and pleasure of the patient and total 
comfort in use for the operator.

CERTAIN RESULTS

icoone® redefines the silhouette in a few 
sessions with INCOMPARABLE results, as it 
helps metabolic exchanges and improves the 
cellular activity, giving a general sensation 
of WELLBEING along with EVIDENT AESTHETIC 
IMPROVEMENTS.

# A W A K E N B E A U T Y



Certain results
visible from the

first session.

Increased clients loyalty  through 
customized packages (24 woman 
and 20 man programs), offering a 
unique experience, 100% natural, 
relaxing and non-invasive.

Suitable for every type and 
quality of skin even the most 

delicate or damaged.

User friendly  
thanks to the ergonomic 
handpieces and intuitive 

interface

Every day treatments 
with no time limits: intensive 

packages for faster results.

Specific antiviral and 
antibacterial sterilization 
protocols.

Patented Roboderm® technology, to 
achieve a two-handed symmetrical 
stimulation, twice as fast and effective.

Why choose 
icoone®



The Science of Skin
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The colors of the machines are indicative.
This brochure is not intended for the US market and this product  

is not a medical device as per Health Canada ruling. Co
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